SAFETY AND RADIATION PROTECTION
AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN FRANCE IN 2015
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WHAT IS AT STAKE?

This report presents IRSN’s overall assessment for the year 2015 of safety and radiation protection performance of
the 58 nuclear power reactors currently in operation in France. It is based on the Institute’s scientiﬁc and technical
expertise of signiﬁcant events, and its analysis of several events that it found to be the most noteworthy in 2015.
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Standardization is a characteristic of the French nuclear
power plant ﬂeet operated by French electric utility
company EDF.
Each nuclear site includes 2 to 6 pressurized water reactors
(PWRs). The Flamanville site in Normandy also includes an
EPR reactor under construction.

FACTORS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BY IRSN TO ACHIEVE ITS OVERALL ASSESSMENT
Assessment is performed using data of 'signiﬁcant events' that plants operators of basic nuclear facilities are required to
report to the French Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) after each minor and major event. Analysis also takes into account
lessons from the most noteworthy events and signiﬁcant upgrades performed with the aim of continuously improving
safety at the French nuclear power plant ﬂeet.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
Signiﬁcant events are of several types and are reported by the operators of nuclear installations to the ASN.
Signiﬁcant safety-related events and signiﬁcant radiation protection-events are classiﬁed, according to their consequences,
on the international scale INES which comprises 7 levels.

AREAS OF IMPACT
SAFETY-RELATED EVENTS

RADIATION PROTECTION-RELATED EVENTS

Events with a potentially signiﬁcant impact on nuclear
power plant safety.

Ionising radiation exposure events posing a potential
threat to the health of exposed workers or the
populations close to the event’s location.

LEVEL ON INES SCALE
LEVELS 0 AND 1

LEVELS 2 AND 3

Non-compliance and
anomalies
In France, several hundred
non-compliances (Level 0) per
year, and less than one
hundred anomalies (Level 1)
per year.

LEVELS 4-7

Incidents
Between 2010 and 2015, ﬁve Level 2
incidents on pressurized water
reactors in France (2 safety-related
events and 3 radiation
protection-related events).

Accidents
Internationally, two "major
accidents" (Level 7) in Chernobyl
(Ukraine) in 1986 and Fukushima
(Japan) in 2011. In France, one
"accident with local consequences"
(Level 4) in Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux A
(Loire Valley) in 1980.

SIGNIFICANT UPGRADES
Changes and upgrades are made to France's nuclear reactors throughout their operation life, mainly with the aim of
continuously improving safety. These modiﬁcations are subject of detailed analysis by IRSN.
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SAFETY PERFORMANCE IN 2015

In 2015, the number of ‘signiﬁcant safety-related events’ decreased by 7% compared with 2014. A downward or
rising trend does not alone indicate that the safety level is better or worse. 'Signiﬁcant safety-related events'
reﬂect diﬃculties that need to be investigated and understood, in order to identify relevant strategies for
improving plant safety.
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EVENTS PER REACTOR
ON AVERAGE IN 2015
11.1 EVENTS IN 2014

EVOLUTION OF 'SIGNIFICANT SAFETY-RELATED EVENTS'
REPORTED PER YEAR
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The drop in the number of 'signiﬁcant safety related-events'
is conﬁrmed with an average of 10.4 events per reactor in
2015 compared with 11.1 in 2014, 12 in 2013 and 12.5 in
2012.

EVENTS FOR THE YEAR 2015
For the third consecutive year, no safety-related events were
classiﬁed by ASN above Level 1 on the INES scale. The
method implemented by EDF for more in-depth analysis of
each signiﬁcant safety event seems to bear fruits durably in
the identiﬁcation of causes and the deﬁnition of appropriate
corrective actions.
The number of deviations from the authorised operating
domain, often linked to human errors during phases of
manual piloting of reactors, is declining in 2015. To note:
these events are usually detected and corrected in less than
ﬁve minutes.
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The number of errors committed during maintenance
activities rose slightly in 2015. Their detection time is often
too long.

2 NOTABLE CASES OF 'SIGNIFICANT SAFETY-RELATED EVENTS'
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE PERIODIC
TEST FREQUENCY OR PROCEDURES
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PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVEMENTS
Remain vigilant in planning periodic tests (tens of thousands per reactor and per year).
Identify and implement corrective measures to avoid planning errors.

Reduce the number and the detection time regarding events linked to poor quality of maintenance
by completing the risk analysis.
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RADIATION PROTECTION PERFORMANCE IN 2015

After an increase observed every year since 2010, the number of signiﬁcant radiation protection-related events
in EDF nuclear power plants is decreasing for 2 years. By a large majority, events that occurred in 2015 did not
have signiﬁcant consequences on the power plants workers' health nor the environment.
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The number of events with signiﬁcant health consequences
remains at a low level. In 2015, one event was ranked at
level 2 on the INES scale (no events in 2014) and two events
were ranked at level 1 (three events in 2014).

EVENT CLASSIFIED
AS LEVEL 2 IN 2015
0 EVENT IN 2014

EVOLUTION OF 'SIGNIFICANT RADIATION
PROTECTION-RELATED EVENTS’ REPORTED PER YEAR
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The number of signiﬁcant radiation protection events in
2015 decreased by 5% compared with 2014. It has to be
noted:
• a signiﬁcant decline in the number of events involving
access to orange radiologically controlled area, which
make up the majority of signiﬁcant radiation protection
events;
• a drop in the number of events due to non-compliance
with the interval between inspections of radiological
monitoring devices.
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Already identiﬁed in 2014, the number of events related to
the protection of workers in controlled areas, in particular
events related to failure to wear a dosimeter, continued to
increase in 2015.

2 NOTABLE CASES OF 'SIGNIFICANT RADIATION PROTECTION-RELATED EVENTS'
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH ACCESS CONDITIONS
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PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVEMENTS
Set up corrective actions to address shortcomings in the application of basic rules for radiation protection, in
particular to failure to wear a dosimeter during access to radiologically controlled areas.

Enhance the control conditions of operators involved in works in radiologically controlled areas.
Strengthen mastery by workers of undressing practices to reduce the risks of skin contamination.

READ THE FULL REPORT ON
WWW.IRSN.FR/NUCLEAR-SAFETY-REACTOR-2015

